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SELL SHEET

FUCK FLASK - PRIVATE PLEASER
Here’s a thirst trap that will actually leave you hydrated! Soak 
it in and fill ‘er up—the Fuck Flask discreet water bottle stroker 
will keep you feeling refreshed anytime or anywhere! Crafted to 
mimic the appearance of a modern, reusable water bottle—this 
on-demand hydration station is designed with your privacy in 
mind and will effortlessly blend into almost any setting, leaving 
no trace of suspicion. The Fuck Flask is the discreet stroker you 
have been longing for.
No more prying eyes or raised eyebrows!
The super-realistic pussy is exactly what you came for! It 
features an intricate interior tunnel lined with pleasure nubs 
and ribs that will rock your cock! Made with our signature Fanta 
Flesh® material, the Fuck Flask stroker looks and feels better 
than the real thing! The lid features a flip-top suction control 
valve that allows you to control the airflow. The built-in ring on 
the lid makes carrying it a breeze.
KEY PRODUCT FEATURES
• Hide your stroker in plain sight! The sleek, modern water 

bottle design blends into almost any setting!
• Super-soft realistic sleeve: Life-like Fanta Flesh® material 

offers ultimate sensations.
• Flip-top suction control lid: Open or close the cap to 

control suction level.
• Intricate tunnel design: Lined with pleasure nubs and ribs!
• Convenient finger ring: This ergonomic features makes one-

handed stroking a breeze!
 

CARE INSTRUCTIONS: Cleanup is a snap with antibacterial 
cleaner and warm water. The sleeve easily removes from the 
shower bottle and is open on both ends for easy cleaning. Allow the 
sleeve to air dry before re-inserting.

PACKAGE CONTENTS: (1) Water Bottle Stroker

FUCK FLASK
PRIVATE PLEASER 
- LIGHT/BLUE

FUCK FLASK
PRIVATE PLEASER 
- BROWN/BLUE

SKU RD627-21

UPC 603912775235

SKU RD627-29

UPC 603912775419

Product Specs
Height: 9.4 in. (23.8 cm)  
Outer diameter: 3.3 in. (8.3 cm)
Penetrable length: 7 in. (17.8 cm)
Materials: ABS Plastic, TPE, Poly-
propylene, & Silicone
Weight: 1.4 lbs (0.6 kg)

Master Case Specs
Case Ct: 12
Length: 12.8 in. (32.5 cm)
Width: 12.4 in. (31.5 cm)
Height: 16.5 (42 cm)
Weight: 21.0 lbs (9.5 kg) 

Package Specs
Width: 3.75 in. (9.5 cm)
Height: 11.75 in. (29.8 cm)
Depth: 3.75 in. (9.5 cm)
Weight: 1.6 lbs (0.71 kg) 
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SKU RD628-21

UPC 603912775297

SKU RD628-29

UPC 603912775303

FUCK FLASK - SECRET DELIGHT
Here’s a thirst trap that will actually leave you hydrated! Soak 
it in and fill ‘er up—the Fuck Flask discreet water bottle stroker 
will keep you feeling refreshed anytime or anywhere! Crafted to 
mimic the appearance of a modern, reusable water bottle—this 
on-demand hydration station is designed with your privacy in 
mind and will effortlessly blend into almost any setting, leaving 
no trace of suspicion. The Fuck Flask is the discreet stroker you 
have been longing for.
No more prying eyes or raised eyebrows!
The super-realistic pussy is exactly what you came for! It 
features an intricate interior tunnel lined with pleasure nubs 
and ribs that will rock your cock! Made with our signature Fanta 
Flesh® material, the Fuck Flask stroker looks and feels better 
than the real thing! The lid features a flip-top suction control 
valve that allows you to control the airflow. The built-in ring on 
the lid makes carrying it a breeze.
KEY PRODUCT FEATURES
• Hide your stroker in plain sight! The sleek, modern water 

bottle design blends into almost any setting!
• Super-soft realistic sleeve: Life-like Fanta Flesh® material 

offers ultimate sensations.
• Flip-top suction control lid: Open or close the cap to 

control suction level.
• Intricate tunnel design: Lined with pleasure nubs and ribs!
• Convenient finger ring: This ergonomic features makes one-

handed stroking a breeze!
 

CARE INSTRUCTIONS: Cleanup is a snap with antibacterial 
cleaner and warm water. The sleeve easily removes from the 
shower bottle and is open on both ends for easy cleaning. Allow the 
sleeve to air dry before re-inserting.

PACKAGE CONTENTS: (1) Water Bottle Stroker

Product Specs
Height: 9.4 in. (23.8 cm)  
Outer diameter: 3.3 in. (8.3 cm)
Penetrable length: 7 in. (17.8 cm)
Materials: ABS Plastic, TPE, Poly-
propylene, & Silicone
Weight: 1.4 lbs (0.6 kg)

Master Case Specs
Case Ct: 12
Length: 12.8 in. (32.5 cm)
Width: 12.4 in. (31.5 cm)
Height: 16.5 (42 cm)
Weight: 21.0 lbs (9.5 kg) 

Package Specs
Width: 3.75 in. (9.5 cm)
Height: 11.75 in. (29.8 cm)
Depth: 3.75 in. (9.5 cm)
Weight: 1.6 lbs (0.71 kg) 

FUCK FLASK
SECRET DELIGHT
- LIGHT/GREY

FUCK FLASK
SECRET DELIGHT 
- BROWN/GREY
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SKU RD629-20

UPC 603912775426

FAP FLASK - THRILL SEEKER
Take a hike and have a thrill with the Fap Flask discreet water 
bottle stroker! Crafted to mimic the appearance of a modern, 
reusable water bottle—this on-demand hydration station is 
designed with your privacy in mind and will effortlessly blend 
into almost any setting, leaving no trace of suspicion. This 
tantalizing travel buddy will keep you company while venturing 
into the great unknown or trekking the globe. It easily hides in a 
backpack, suitcase, or the trunk of a car, making the Fap Flask 
the discreet stroker you have been longing for.

No more prying eyes or raised eyebrows!

The discreet sleeve is exactly what you came for! It features an 
intricate interior tunnel lined with pleasure ribs that will rock 
your world! The Fap Flask stroker feels better than the real 
thing! The lid features a flip-top suction control valve that allows 
you to control the airflow. The built-in ring on the lid makes 
carrying it a breeze. Like it fast? The built-in finger ring on the 
lid allows you to slide your index finger through for an easy no-
slip grip, and makes carrying it a breeze.

KEY PRODUCT FEATURES
• Hide your stroker in plain sight! The sleek, modern water 

bottle design blends into almost any setting!
• Super-soft generic sleeve: High-quality material offers 

ultimate sensations.
• Flip-top suction control lid: Open or close the cap to 

control suction level.
• Intricate tunnel design: Lined with pleasure ribs that are 

designed to give you maximum satisfaction!
• Convenient finger ring: This ergonomic features makes one-

handed stroking a breeze!
 

CARE INSTRUCTIONS: Cleanup is a snap with antibacterial 
cleaner and warm water. The sleeve easily removes from the 
shower bottle and is open on both ends for easy cleaning. Allow the 
sleeve to air dry before re-inserting.

PACKAGE CONTENTS: (1) Water Bottle Stroker

Product Specs
Height: 9.4 in. (23.8 cm)  
Outer diameter: 3.3 in. (8.3 cm)
Penetrable length: 7 in. (17.8 cm)
Materials: ABS Plastic, TPE, Poly-
propylene, & Silicone
Weight: 1.4 lbs (0.6 kg)

Master Case Specs
Case Ct: 12
Length: 12.8 in. (32.5 cm)
Width: 12.4 in. (31.5 cm)
Height: 16.5 (42 cm)
Weight: 21.0 lbs (9.5 kg) 

Package Specs
Width: 3.75 in. (9.5 cm)
Height: 11.75 in. (29.8 cm)
Depth: 3.75 in. (9.5 cm)
Weight: 1.6 lbs (0.71 kg) 

FAP FLASK
THRILL SEEKER 
- FROSTED/BLACK
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SKU RD630-20

UPC 603912775389

FAP FLASK - HAPPY CAMPER
Calling all adventure seekers, outdoorsmen, sports enthusiasts, 
and military brats—you haven't experienced the great outdoors 
until you have brought your Fap Flask Happy Camper water 
bottle along with you! Designed with your privacy in mind, 
the Fap Flask is crafted to mimic the appearance of a modern, 
reusable water bottle with a traditional camo pattern that 
will effortlessly disappear into the brush—leaving no trace of 
suspicion. Whether it is in a camping tent or hunting blind, 
stashed in the bushes, or in the back of a pick-up, the Fap Flask 
is the discreet stroker you have been longing for.

No more prying eyes or raised eyebrows!

The discreet sleeve is exactly what you came for! It features an 
intricate interior tunnel lined with pleasure ribs that will rock 
your world! The Fap Flask stroker feels better than the real 
thing! The lid features a flip-top suction control valve that allows 
you to control the airflow. The built-in ring on the lid makes 
carrying it a breeze. Like it fast? The built-in finger ring on the 
lid allows you to slide your index finger through for an easy no-
slip grip, and makes carrying it a breeze.

KEY PRODUCT FEATURES
• Hide your stroker in plain sight! The sleek, modern water 

bottle design blends into almost any setting!
• Super-soft generic sleeve: High-quality material offers 

ultimate sensations.
• Flip-top suction control lid: Open or close the cap to 

control suction level.
• Intricate tunnel design: Lined with pleasure ribs that are 

designed to give you maximum satisfaction!
• Convenient finger ring: This ergonomic features makes one-

handed stroking a breeze!
 

CARE INSTRUCTIONS: Cleanup is a snap with antibacterial 
cleaner and warm water. The sleeve easily removes from the 
shower bottle and is open on both ends for easy cleaning. Allow the 
sleeve to air dry before re-inserting.

PACKAGE CONTENTS: (1) Water Bottle Stroker

Product Specs
Height: 9.4 in. (23.8 cm)  
Outer diameter: 3.3 in. (8.3 cm)
Penetrable length: 7 in. (17.8 cm)
Materials: ABS Plastic, TPE, Poly-
propylene, & Silicone
Weight: 1.4 lbs (0.6 kg)

Master Case Specs
Case Ct: 12
Length: 12.8 in. (32.5 cm)
Width: 12.4 in. (31.5 cm)
Height: 16.5 (42 cm)
Weight: 21.0 lbs (9.5 kg) 

Package Specs
Width: 3.75 in. (9.5 cm)
Height: 11.75 in. (29.8 cm)
Depth: 3.75 in. (9.5 cm)
Weight: 1.6 lbs (0.71 kg) FAP FLASK

HAPPY CAMPER 
- FROSTED/CAMO
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HYDROGASM™
Get ready to be blown away by the HYDROGASM™, PDX Elite's 
latest innovation in pleasure! Thrill yourself with 3 speeds 
of super-cyclonic rumbling action, generated by a powerful, 
waterproof vibrating motor that will send you over the edge 
with its swirling, offset rotational patterns. A super-soft interior 
sleeve sends rows of nubbies nudging and vibrating against 
the most sensitive areas of your upper shaft—giving you the 
most intense, load-blowing head job ever! Plus, with an IPX7 
waterproof rating, you can turn bath time into play time… anytime!

KEY PRODUCT FEATURES
• Ultra-rumbly vibrations: The super-powerful motor offers 

ultra-rumbly vibrations in 3 power levels that will shake and 
stimulate your penis, unlocking amazing heights of pleasure 
possibilities! 

• Ultra-soft sleeve: Under the removable cap, experience the 
extraordinary feel of the ultra-soft sleeve, as it massages your 
penis with cyclonic vibrations from the powerful motor. The 
round nubbies wrap and arouse your upper shaft for mind-
blowing stimulation! 

• USB Type C rechargeable: Ready when you are! Easily and 
conveniently USB-C rechargeable with included charging cord, 
offering hours of enjoyment. 

 

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
The interior sleeve is removable and easy to clean with 
antibacterial cleaner and warm water. Air dry completely before use.

PACKAGE CONTENTS 
Includes: (1) Vibrating Stroker & (1) USB Charging Cord

Product Specs
Total width: 3 in. (7.6 cm)  
Total length: 7.9 in. (20 cm)
Inner diameter: 2.2 in. (5.6 cm)
Penetrable depth: 3.1 in. (7.9 cm)
Charge time: 2.5 hrs.
Run time: 70 min.
Charger type: USB-C
Waterproof rating: IPX7
Materials: ABS Plastic & TPE
Weight: 1.1 lbs (0.5 kg)

SKU RD548-20

UPC 603912775358

Master Case Specs
Case Ct: 12
Length: 17.1 in. (43.5 cm)
Width: 10.6 in. (27.0 cm)
Height: 10.4 in. (26.5 cm)
Weight: 16.1 lbs (7.3 kg) 

Package Specs
Width: 4 in. (10.2 cm)
Height: 9.75 in. (24.8 cm)
Depth: 3.25 in. (8.3 cm)
Weight: 1.2 lbs (0.65 kg) 

HYDROGASM 
- FROSTED/BLACK
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SUCK-O-MATIC™
The PDX ELITE® SUCK-O-MATIC™ elevates masturbation 
with powerful intermittent suction and vibration for the ultimate 
stroker experience. It's a perfect storm of sensation for 
heightened solo sex sessions that can be customized to your 
personal moods! Get ready for explosive hands-free suction and 
vibration, wrapping your penis with rows and rows of ultra-soft 
nubbies. Your ultimate blowjob experience is ready when you are!

KEY PRODUCT FEATURES
• Intermittent Suction Technology: The ultra-strong motor 

provides 7 deep, pleasing suction modes. Intermittent suction 
automatically pulls your penis in and out for blowjob pleasures 
beyond your wildest dreams! 

• Personalize your power: Enjoy 7 modes of vibration & 
7 modes of suction! Strategically positioned to maximize 
stimulation to your penis, the powerful vibrator will tease and 
please! Try all 7 modes of each and customize your pleasure!

• Easy-to-read LED display: Large, easy-to-read numbers on 
the LED display make it quick and easy for you to identify and 
remember your favorite suction modes. Dial them in at the 
drop of a dime for an epic stroking session every time!

• Ultra-soft sleeve: The extraordinary feel of the ultra-soft 
sleeve caresses your penis as the powerful motor sucks you 
in. Rows of soft nubbies wrap around your entire shaft, while 
the Suck-O-Matic™ automatically sucks and vibrates for mind-
blowing stimulation!

• USB TYPE C RECHARGEABLE: Ready when you are! Easily 
and conveniently USB-C rechargeable with included charging 
cord, offering hours of enjoyment.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
The PDX Elite Suck-O-Matic sleeve is removable for easy cleaning. 
Simply pull the edges of the TPE sleeve to remove it. Cleanup is a 
snap after the fun with antibacterial cleaner and warm water. Do 
not submerge the Suck-O-Matic in water. If desired, use a water-
based lubricant like Moist® with this product.

PACKAGE CONTENTS
Includes: (1) Suction Stroker & (1) USB Charging Cord

SKU RD549-20

UPC 603912775365

Product Specs
Total width: 3.5 in. (8.8 cm) 
Total length: 10.4 in. (26.5 cm)
Inner diameter: 2.5 in. (6.4 cm)
Penetrable depth: 4.9 in. (12.4 cm)
Charge time: 2.5 hrs.
Run time: 70 min.
Charger type: USB-C
Waterproof rating: IPX2
Materials: ABS Plastic & TPE
Weight: 1.4 lbs (0.6 kg)

Master Case Specs
Case Ct: 12
Length: 17.1 in. (43.5 cm)
Width: 12.6 in. (32 cm)
Height: 12.6 in. (32 cm) 
Weight: 21.2 lbs (9.6 kg) 

Package Specs
Width: 4 in. (10.2 cm)
Height: 11.75 in. (29.8 cm)
Depth: 4 in. (10.2 cm)
Weight: 1.6 lbs (.73 kg) SUCK-O-MATIC 

- FROSTED/BLACK
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MEDIUM DOUBLE TROUBLE
The Choice is Clear!

The King Cock® Clear Double Trouble Dildo combines a 
translucent double dildo with a realistic cock design: flexible 
shaft, detailed veins, and defined head. Crafted from flexible 
TPE, the King Cock Clear Double Trouble Dildo is perfect for 
solo and partner play and addresses the need for satisfying 
fulfillment.

Delve into fantasies involving multiple partners without the need 
for additional participants—or any partner at all! Whether you 
prefer switching between the thick and thinner ends or enjoy 
indulging in double penetration fantasies, the King Cock Clear 
Double Trouble Dildo is the perfect choice for you. 

Created to heighten your pleasure experience, this specially 
crafted formula is virtually odorless, non-sticky, and easy to clean.

KEY PRODUCT FEATURES
• Incredibly pure, translucent material
• Lifelike design
 

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
Cleanup is a snap after the fun with antibacterial cleaner and warm water.

PACKAGE CONTENTS
Includes: (1) Double Trouble Dildo

Product Specs
Straightened length: 13 in. (33 cm)
Insertable length: 6 in. (15.2 cm)
Insertable dia. large: 1.6 in. (4 cm)
Insertable dia. small: 0.9 in. (2.3 cm)
Weight: 0.4 lb (0.2 kg)

SKU PD5786-20

UPC 603912775433

Master Case Specs
Case Ct: 12
Length: 14.2 in. (36 cm)
Width: 13.4 in. (34 cm)
Height: 14.2 in. (36 cm)
Weight: 8.6 lbs (3.9 kg) 

Package Specs
Width: 7 in. (17.8 cm)
Height: 13 in. (33 cm)
Depth: 2 in. (5.1 cm)
Weight: 0.6 lbs (.27 kg) 

MEDIUM DOUBLE TROUBLE
- CLEAR
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LARGE DOUBLE TROUBLE
- CLEAR
SKU PD5787-20

UPC 603912775457

LARGE DOUBLE TROUBLE
The Choice is Clear!

The King Cock® Clear Double Trouble Dildo combines a 
translucent double dildo with a realistic cock design: flexible 
shaft, detailed veins, and defined head. Crafted from flexible 
TPE, the King Cock Clear Double Trouble Dildo is perfect for 
solo and partner play and addresses the need for satisfying 
fulfillment.

Delve into fantasies involving multiple partners without the need 
for additional participants—or any partner at all! Whether you 
prefer switching between the thick and thinner ends or enjoy 
indulging in double penetration fantasies, the King Cock Clear 
Double Trouble Dildo is the perfect choice for you. 

Created to heighten your pleasure experience, this specially 
crafted formula is virtually odorless, non-sticky, and easy to clean.

KEY PRODUCT FEATURES
• Incredibly pure, translucent material
• Lifelike design
 

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
Cleanup is a snap after the fun with antibacterial cleaner and warm water.

PACKAGE CONTENTS
Includes: (1) Double Trouble Dildo

Product Specs
Straightened length: 17.5 in. (44 cm)
Insertable length: 8 in. (20.3 cm)
Insertable dia. large: 2.1 in. (5.4 cm)
Insertable dia. small: 1.2 in. (3 cm)
Weight: 0.8 lb (0.4 kg)

Master Case Specs
Case Ct: 12
Length: 14.2 in. (36 cm)
Width: 13.4 in. (34 cm)
Height: 14.2 in. (36 cm)
Weight: 13.5 lbs (6.1 kg) 

Package Specs
Width: 7 in. (17.8 cm)
Height: 13.5 in. (34.3 cm)
Depth: 2.5 in. (6.4 cm)
Weight: 1 lb (.45 kg) 
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SKU PD5788-20

UPC 603912775464

18" DOUBLE DILDO
- CLEAR

18" DOUBLE DILDO
The Choice is Clear!

The King Cock® Clear Double Dildo combines a translucent 
double dildo with a realistic cock design: flexible shaft, detailed 
veins, and defined head. Crafted from flexible TPE, the King 
Cock Clear Double Dildo is perfect for solo and partner play and 
addresses the need for satisfying fulfillment.

You can play with one end and use the other as a handle, or 
bend the dildo in half and explore double penetration fantasies. 
Whether you prefer solo play, using one end as a handle, 
or you enjoy the fulfilling sensation of double penetration, 
the possibilities are endless. Best of all, if you're looking for 
incredibly sexy partner play, the King Cock Clear Double Dildo is 
the perfect choice for you. 
 
Created to heighten your pleasure experience, this specially 
crafted formula is virtually odorless, non-sticky, and easy to clean.

KEY PRODUCT FEATURES
• Incredibly pure, translucent material
• Lifelike design

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
Cleanup is a snap after the fun with antibacterial cleaner and warm water.

PACKAGE CONTENTS
Includes: (1) Double Dildo

Product Specs
Length: 18 in. (45.7 cm)
Width: 1.7 in. (4.3 cm)
Insertable length: 18 in. (45.7 cm)
Weight: 1.2 lbs (0.5 kg)

Master Case Specs
Case Ct: 12
Length: 12.6 in. (32 cm)
Width: 10.4 in. (26.5 cm)
Height: 23.6 in. (60 cm)
Weight: 19.6 lbs (8.9 kg) 

Package Specs
Width: 5 in. (12.7 cm)
Height: 23 in. (58.4 cm)
Depth: 2.5 in. (6.4 cm)
Weight: 1.5 lbs (.68 kg) 
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Works with most suction-cup dildos!

The powerful, handheld Body Dock® Thruster is ready to take 
your game to the next level! This device boasts an impressive 
thrust capability, delivering powerful sensations that will rock 
your world. With 7 distinct thrusting modes, you can customize 
your experience to get exactly what you want, whether you're 
craving gentle pulsations or intense, rapid thrusts!

The Body Dock Thruster works with most dildos on the market 
today, including some you may already own. The 3.4 in. 
docking plate features our patended Push & Play design, which 
allows you to easily attach or change your favorite suction cup 
accessory before you get down. It also includes a USB charging 
cable to make sure that it's always ready when you are. It's time 
to push, play, AND thrust with the versatile Body Dock Thruster!

KEY PRODUCT FEATURES
• Push-and-Play patented suction-based design works 

with most suction cup dildos!
• Powerful thrusting: Get ready for super-powerful thrusting 

with 7 different modes to cycle through!
• Universal docking plate: The universal docking plate 

measures 3.4 in. (8.6 cm) and accommodates any dildo with a 
suction cup diameter smaller than this size.

 

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
Do not use the Body Dock Thruster in the bath or shower.
For best results: Make sure that the Body Dock Thruster is clean 
and dry before attaching any intimate accessories. Always attach 
your accessories to the Body Dock Thruster before applying any 
lubricant.
Clean with antibacterial cleaner and warm water. Allow to air dry.

PACKAGE CONTENTS
Includes: (1) Body Dock Thruster

Product Specs
Total length: 9.8 in. (24.9 cm)
Total width: 3.8 in. (9.7 cm)
Total weight: 0.8 lbs. (0.4 kg)
Plate diameter: 3.4 in. (8.6 cm)
Thrusting: 7 modes
Charge time: 100 min.
Run time: 70 min.
Charger Type: USB-C 
Materials: ABS Plastic & Silicone
Weight: 0.9 lbs (0.4 kg)

BODY DOCK THRUSTER
- BLACK

BODY DOCK THRUSTER
TESTER - BLACK

SKU PD4469-23

UPC 603912775327

SKU PD4469-23TE

UPC 603912775334

Master Case Specs
Case Ct: 6
Length: 12.8 in. (32.5 cm)
Width: 8.7 in. (22 cm)
Height: 12.4 in. (31.5 cm)
Weight: 7.9 lbs (3.6 kg) 

Package Specs
Width: 4 in. (10.2 cm)
Height: 11.75 in. (29.8 cm)
Depth: 4 in. (10.2 cm)
Weight: 1.1 lbs (0.52 kg) 

D E S I G N

BODY DOCK® THRUSTER

*Dildo not included
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MEDIUM DOUBLE TROUBLE  
- CLEAR

PD5786-20

FUCK FLASK
PRIVATE PLEASER
- LIGHT/BLUE

RD627-21

FAP FLASK
THRILL SEEKER 
- FROSTED/BLACK

RD629-20

FUCK FLASK
PRIVATE PLEASER 
- BROWN/BLUE

RD627-29

FAP FLASK
HAPPY CAMPER 
- FROSTED/CAMO

RD630-20

FUCK FLASK
SECRET DELIGHT 
- LIGHT/GREY

RD628-21

FUCK FLASK
SECRET DELIGHT 
- BROWN/GREY

RD628-29

LARGE DOUBLE TROUBLE 
- CLEAR

PD5787-20

18" DOUBLE DILDO  
- CLEAR

PD5788-20

HYDROGASM  
- FROSTED/BLACK

RD548-20

BODY DOCK THRUSTER 
- BLACK

PD4469-23

BODY DOCK THRUSTER 
TESTER - BLACK

PD4469-23TE

SUCK-O-MATIC  
- FROSTED/BLACK

RD549-20


